
IMPORTANT: BEFORE YOU BEGIN
To avoid staining or scratching the screen, wash your hands and clean the work area before starting.
Do not use knives or sharp objects to open the packing boxes.

Care and Cleaning
Clean the screen with a microfiber cloth only. DO NOT use soap, water, harsh detergents, chemicals, 
distilled spirits or petroleum-based chemicals to clean the screen. Doing so may result in severe 
damage to the screen or the frame coating. 
Use a household vacuum cleaner with a brush or furniture cleaning attachment to clean the felt frame 
material. Avoid using excessive amounts of water on the felt. 
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 Part List

   Instruction Manual of 
7MM Fixed Frame Screen (4P)

Remark: Above spare parts quantity inside () is equipped.



Installation

xx   pcs

1-2.Springs
Refer to spring sticker on each frames, slide the correct 
quantity of springs into each frames. Please be noted that 
the hook on the spring must be nearest the inside frame edge.
                

1-1

1-2

1-1.One-hole Nut
Slide 6pcs one-hole nuts into each long frames.
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② Frame Assembly：
             

2-1

1-3  

1-3.Four-hole Corner Bracket
Slide 1pcs small (sharp end) and 1pcs big (round end) corner brackets into each
side of the long frame as below.
(Please note that the small corner bracket should be in the same groove with the 
nut.)
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2-2

3-1

2-2. Secure frame pieces with black round head screws provided.
       

③．Support Bar Assembly
Locate the support bar onto the middle of the retainer plates as below picture and
secure it with 2pcs black round head screws provided.
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3-2

F

④. Screen Materials Attachment
1). Locate and smooth out the film sheet (F) on the clean and flat ground, the unroll
the screen materials evenly onto the film sheet. Please note that the projection 
sufaceshould be downwards and the back side should be upwards.
2). Locate the assembled frame onto the screen materials carefully, meanwhile 
makesure the distance frome every edge of the screen materials to the frame’s 
edge consistent.
3)Slide the springs to aline with the eyelets in the screen materials

CAUTION: When handling ambient light rejecting screen materials,please remain it 
flat at all times.
To ensure the flatness, please unroll the screen carefully, do not fold or crease the mate-
rials.Any objects are not allowed to rest on or under the materials. Please wear gloves 
during all processes.
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 H                             

5-1

⑤. Secure Screen Materials
1). Fold the edges of the screen materials to the back of the frame.
First to follow the sequence(ABCDEFG) shown below, secure the materials by
hooking with the springs. Then secure the rest of the eyelets with the springs
until all eyelets have been secured.

                       

A             

B             

C             

D             

E             

F             

G             
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Smooth out the wrinkles through the entire perimeter of the frame’s edges
by the gloved hands.            

5-4                       

5-5
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Install decor frame
Slide 3pcs one-hole nuts into each long decor frame;
Slide 2pcs one-hole nuts into each short decor frame;
Then put the decor frames on to each bottom frames.                                

6-2
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Install the retaining plate
Screw the retaining plates on the one - hole nuts as below pictures.         

6-3
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Install the mounting brackets
1). Secure two mounting brackets with the 1-hole nut in the top frame by round
head screws. Do not tighten the screws completely, the brackets should just
can slide left and right.
2). Take the same action to secure the circular metal piece to the lower frame,
But with flat head screws. Do not tighten the screws completely.              
  
               

6-1 6-2
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Measure the overall Length (A) and Height (B) of the screen frame.
               

Drill 4 holes in the wall at the desired height. The two holes horizontal distance
should be 2/3A, the vertical distance should be B minus 105mm.

A

100

A

B

7-1

7-2
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Front
Upper

Lower

Hammer the expansion bolts into those 4 drilled holes, drive 2pc round head
self-tapping screws into the upper expansion bolts and leave 5mm protrusion
for hanging the screen on. Install the lower 2pcs magnet pieces by 2pcs flat
self-tapping screws supplied. Hang the screen on the upper brackets and attach
the lower frame to the wall by the magnets.              

5mm
7-3 7-4


